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Abstract

Objectives: To (1) evaluate educational needs of clinical students at Al-Quds University Medical School in the West Bank; (2) address these needs where possible using synchronous distance learning, with clinicians in Oxford providing case-based tutorials to undergraduates in the West Bank via an online platform (WizIQ) and (3) assess the impact of this education.

Design: Review of online OxPal Medlink database for tutorials held between March 2012 and April 2013. Needs assessment and evaluation of student and tutor experiences through online questionnaires, focus groups and semi-structured interviews.

Setting: Oxford University Hospitals, Oxford, UK, and Al-Quds University Medical School, Abu Dies, Palestine.

Participants: Doctors at Oxford University Hospitals and fourth-, fifth- and sixth-year medical students and faculty members at Al-Quds Medical School.

Main outcome measures: Number of tutorials, student participation, student-rated satisfaction and qualitative feedback from tutors and students.

Results: Students demonstrated strong theoretical knowledge but struggled to apply this in presentation-based scenarios. Between March 2012 and April 2013, 90 tutorials were delivered to 60 students. Feedback: >95% respondents rated tutorials as 'Excellent' or 'Good' and 'Very' or 'Fairly' relevant to their future practice in Palestine. Students reported the programme had modified their approach to patients but requested better synchronization with concurrent attachments and clarification of learning outcomes.

Conclusions: OxPal Medlink is a novel, web-based distance-learning partnership designed to overcome some of the challenges to local medical education in the occupied Palestinian territories. Evaluation of the first year indicates teaching is relevant to local practice and of high quality. This approach may have the potential to strengthen local capacity for medical education.
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Introduction

Building sustainable and collaborative partnerships between health communities in different parts of the world remains a key component in the drive to improve global health. Paucity in generating and applying knowledge is a fundamental obstacle to achieving positive health outcomes.1 As a result, there have been repeated calls for initiatives to bridge educational and information gaps between developing and developed countries.2-4

The current geopolitical context of the occupied Palestinian territories presents unique challenges to healthcare and medical education, which were outlined in 2009 by The Lancet-Palestinian Health Alliance.5,6 The separation wall between Israel and the West Bank and the presence of numerous checkpoints prevents many students from accessing clinical learning environments; in a survey of 50 students from Al Quds Medical School (AQMS) conducted by Oxpal in 2012, 37% of students stated that they experienced disruption whilst travelling to classes at least once per week on average. Furthermore, frequent economic sanctions and punitive retention of
tax revenues by occupying authorities mean that private clinical practice is often prioritized over the teaching and education of medical students. Additionally, a lack of dedicated teaching hospitals and learning spaces in wards and other clinical settings has stunted the growth of a robust teaching culture in many Palestinian hospitals.

Thus far, international medical education initiatives have not utilized modern global communication resources to their full potential, despite the evolution of digital web-based technologies that can facilitate exchange capable of crossing physical and geographical barriers in real time and at low cost.

The OxPal Medlink was established in March 2012, building upon a 10-year history of collaboration and partnership between clinicians based in Oxford and students and faculty at AQMS in Jerusalem. The project draws inspiration from MedicineAfrica (www.medicineafrica.com), an online platform connecting healthcare professionals in the UK with their counterparts in several African countries including Somaliland, Ghana and Sierra Leone. Using virtual classroom-based technology (www.wiziq.com), doctors based in Oxford University Hospitals meet with AQMS students in the West Bank weekly to participate in real-time tutorials. Medical and surgical cases from the students’ own clinical experiences in Palestine act as the focus. Tutorials involve discussion of these cases in order to develop and refine skills in clinical reasoning and the formulation of diagnoses and management plans. The virtual classroom incorporates both audio- and text-based discussion, and an interactive white-board facilitates a multimedia learning environment requiring only low-bandwidth internet connectivity.

One year into the partnership, we seek to analyse the educational needs of clinical students at AQMS. Whilst students receive sufficient academic teaching, access to clinical learning environments, patient contact and small-group bedside teaching opportunities is restricted by the current financial and geopolitical situation. This may limit experience of the approach to diagnosis and patient management. We aim to address this deficit where possible, supplementing current AQMS teaching with case-based discussions focussing on diagnostic approach. With restrictions on travel and access to online medical journals, interaction with the international professional community is also limited. The partnership aims to connect students and junior clinicians with doctors in the UK and thereby foster educational exchange and mentorship.

We present here an evaluation of the programme to date and discuss possible future directions of the partnership. The online distance-learning model can be expanded to engage increasing numbers of clinicians in disparate geographical locations; it is low cost and has potential to be applied in other resource-limited settings. Starting from a small nucleus of participants, the current programme has already expanded considerably. As it continues to grow, OxPal aims to determine need on an ongoing basis and thereby evolve to become increasingly impactful and relevant to local deficits in clinical education.

**Methods**

A field visit to the West Bank in April 2013 was conducted to:

1. Perform a needs assessment of students’ abilities, both in terms of clinical skills and baseline theoretical knowledge. Tutors delivered, in total, 100 hours of student contact time in bedside clinical teaching within government hospitals, observed by OxPal’s evaluation team to ascertain the students’ areas of relative strength and weakness and to record feedback;
2. Evaluate the teaching programme. Focus groups and semi-structured interviews were held separately with fourth-, fifth- and sixth-year medical students who had been involved in the OxPal programme during the past year. All students who had participated (or been invited to participate) were invited by email or in person. Questions with desired evaluation outcomes were developed in advance and sought to explore students’ experiences of the programme, barriers to participation and difficulties encountered. This method of evaluation also provided students with the opportunity to voice additional comments and suggestions for the programme. Several interviews were recorded with consent for transcription and later analysis. Students who had not been involved in the project were interviewed in order to identify ways to improve future participation;
3. Build relationships with student participants and gain the support of the AQMS faculty, including the Dean and specialty leads in rheumatology, paediatrics, obstetrics and gynaecology and psychiatry. A meeting was hosted by the Palestinian Minister of Health to discuss the potential for building postgraduate links between Oxford-based specialists and Palestinian specialty trainees.

**Format, content and logistics of programme delivery**

Registrars based at Oxford University Hospitals and fourth-, fifth- and sixth-year students at AQMS were
invited to the programme by email; those who responded to the initial correspondence were then sent a more detailed sign-up form. A series of pilot tutorials were held in March–April 2012, prior to launching of the programme. The aim of these was to (1) gauge initial interest in the project from both tutors in Oxford and students in the West Bank, (2) gain familiarity with the technical aspects of the online interface and ensure sufficient bandwidth for running of the programme and (3) refine practicalities, such as length of tutorials and days and times of the week which would be most convenient for both tutors and students.

All participating students were then divided into groups of four to six, each of which was assigned tutors for internal medicine and for general surgery. Tutorials alternated on a weekly basis between the two specialties; coordinators for the programme would liaise with tutors in Oxford and students in Palestine to schedule the online sessions at times of mutual convenience. Tutorials were run, recorded and stored online using the WizIQ online teaching platform (www.wiziq.com).

Tutorials were invariably case based, using cases provided by the students from their local hospitals. Cases were emailed to the OxPal programme coordinators in advance; these were edited and supplemented by the tutors and uploaded to the teaching platform in Powerpoint format. During tutorials, tutors used their own personal computers with microphone facilities activated; students interacted with the case via a text-based instant messaging panel, visible to all participants. The online teaching platform incorporates a smartboard with drawing capability, links to YouTube videos and a poll to quiz students’ knowledge. Tutors can designate microphone and/or drawing control to individual or selected groups of students, enabling them to respond verbally to questions or to annotate the case on the interactive whiteboard.

Evaluation and feedback questionnaires

The OxPal records were reviewed in April 2013 for number of students and tutors, number of tutorials delivered and number of cases uploaded within the first year of the teaching programme. At the end of each teaching term, both students and tutors were invited to complete feedback questionnaires. These collected both quantitative and qualitative data to evaluate the teaching programme and provided an opportunity for further comments and suggestions (please see Appendix 1 for example).

Results

Needs assessment

This was conducted as part of a field visit to the West Bank in April 2013. The students demonstrated particular strengths in theoretical (book) knowledge but often struggled to apply this in dynamic clinical scenarios. This may reflect the nature and challenges of extant medical education and difficulties in accessing clinical learning environments. Students struggled with diagnostic approach (e.g. identifying the diagnosis in a patient presenting with chest pain, or shortness of breath) more so than management-based problems (e.g. ‘what is the management of myocardial infarction?’). The medical faculty cited students’ inability to withstand critical challenges to their clinical reasoning and diagnostic formulations, whilst students reported few opportunities from local faculty for constructive feedback, with examples of tutors whose teaching style was interrogative or even aggressive. At times, female students were outsounded by more vocal male members of the group and occasionally lacked the confidence to participate fully in group discussion.

Professionalism and professional competence are difficult concepts to define and even harder to assess. However, there is scope to refine the students’ approach to patients, notably in communication and gaining proper consent for examination. During the examination itself, students’ interactions with patients at times lacked sensitivity – for example, manually turning the face rather than asking the patient to look to the side, retracting patients’ eyelids without warning. Whether this is a socialized or cultural practice is not clear, but when prompted students saw the value in forewarning the patient and seeking permission and consent prior to examination.

Beyond clinical skills, students also cited interest in developing a better understanding of research methods through critical analysis of published literature and even through conducting their own primary research.

Format, content and logistics of programme delivery

Between March 2012 and April 2013, OxPal hosted three eight-week terms of tutorials. 60 students (40 fourth-year and 20 fifth-year students) initially registered interest in the programme; of these, 13 did not continue, citing problems with Internet access (1 student) or commitments of other work (12). Twelve Oxford-based tutors taught on a weekly basis.
A typical group size was four to six students. Approximately 90 online tutorials covering cases in internal medicine and surgery were held during this period, amounting to 750 student contact hours of online teaching.

**Pilot tutorials.** Several modifications were made to the logistics of the online programme following the series of pilot tutorials held in March–April 2012. The majority of tutors and students suggested that tutorials be held once weekly, of 60–90 min maximum duration; evenings between 6 and 9 pm GMT were most convenient for those both in Oxford and in Palestine. Tutors observed that activation of the students’ microphone facilities (so that they replied verbally to questions posed by tutors) led to some signal interference and slowed the pace of the teaching. The online classroom functioned better when tutors had their microphone activated whilst students typed responses in the text-based discussion panel provided, as the discussion was able to progress more rapidly without the added complication of cross-talk. Bandwidth was found to be sufficient for use of the programme.

**Focus groups and semi-structured interviews.** Fifty fourth-, fifth- and sixth-year medical students at AQMS participated in focus groups and interviews. Standardized scripts were used to transcribe comments and several interviews were recorded with permission for subsequent analysis. Transcripts and recordings were analysed by OxPal’s evaluation team, comprising clinical tutors and programme coordinators, to identify consensus statements and points of disagreement. Keyword analysis and thematic categorization techniques were used. Statements are presented below where there was a clear consensus of opinion, with issues raised by a minority of students presented in the discussion.

Regarding curriculum content, the level and breadth of content was appropriate for students’ knowledge and skills; tutorials were considered suitably challenging without being inaccessible. Students appreciated the case-based format. It was occasionally felt that the spectrum of topics covered was rather narrow, with certain common presentations (chest pain, shortness of breath, abdominal pain, etc.) being repeated in subsequent tutorials. As this may reflect the students’ own clinical experience, it was suggested that tutors provide some of the cases to create more variety of content. Respondents also desired tutorials in specialties other than internal medicine and general surgery, to complement clinical rotations in their fifth and sixth year.

Several students commented that OxPal tutors would occasionally assume cultural differences in approaching various pathologies which were in fact not relevant to their teaching. For example, students at AQMS are still taught that alcohol is a leading cause of acute pancreatitis even though levels of alcohol consumption in Palestine are far lower than in the UK. Students at AQMS also access many of the same textbooks and learning resources as students studying in the UK.

Optimal frequency of tutorials was thought to be at least once weekly, with duration between 60 and 90 min. All participants accessed the classes from home, with some collaborating with colleagues to log on in small groups. Connectivity was not generally a problem; students stated that in cases of dropped internet connections (usually lasting less than 10 min), they would re-join the class when they were able to. Most tutors added extra slides but did not extensively edit student-provided cases in advance; during tutorials, roughly half of the tutors relied on Powerpoint and microphone capabilities alone, with the remainder using the interactive Whiteboard and YouTube video links in addition. The text-based discussion panel was found to be practical and intuitive. Students requested better synchronization of tutorials with their concurrent clinical attachments (e.g. to ensure that medical tutorials took place at the same time as their general medicine attachment) as well as greater clarification of intended learning outcomes and recognition of achievement – for example, certificates of participation. In consultation with the AQMS teaching faculty, it was agreed that the OxPal tutorials would not directly address curricular teaching requirements, as this might penalize students not taking part in the programme.

Faculty at AQMS and the Palestinian Minister of Health (previously Dean at AQMS) remain supportive of the programme as a means of increasing the availability of small-group tutorials for clinical students at AQMS. Tutorials were held in the evenings so as not to conflict with students’ existing academic and clinical commitments and were rearranged if necessary, for example when students had forthcoming examinations. It was emphasized that OxPal tutorials are not intended to replace core teaching, but rather to practise and enhance clinical reasoning skills and the diagnostic approach. The faculty at AQMS provided curricula to help guide choice of topics for future tutorials; whilst interested in verbal and written qualitative feedback from the students, they did not seek to more formally evaluate the programme at this stage. Both parties expressed interest in expanding the partnership, notably through development of a two-way postgraduate teaching programme.
Evaluation and feedback questionnaires

**Students.** Twenty-four students (40% of those initially registered on the OxPal database and 51% of those actively enrolled in the programme) responded to the end-of-term evaluation questionnaire. Overall feedback was very positive. On a five-point scale, 96% of responders rated tutorials as ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’ and 79% of students rated the difficulty of tutorials as adequate for their current level of training and experience (Figure 1); 96% believed the tutorials to be ‘Very’ or ‘Fairly’ relevant to medical practice in Palestine (Figure 2).

Qualitative feedback reflected general satisfaction with structure and content, with students describing the programme as ‘informative’ and ‘useful’. Participants said that tutorials had taught them ‘how to think systematically’ and ‘how to think in the right way to reach the most appropriate diagnosis’. When asked what improvements could be made, the consensus was that tutorials were more effective when both the audio- and text-based chat facilities were used (it should be noted here that sound quality was frequently impaired due to limitations of the internet connection) and students felt more confident if they were made aware of topics to be covered in advance of the tutorial.

**Tutors.** Eight tutors (67%) responded to the questionnaire and qualitative feedback was positive. Regarding logistics, most reported that they were satisfied with the scheduling of tutorials. Some had initial problems using the WizIQ technology, but this was rapidly overcome with experience. The time commitment required to prepare for the tutorials was not considered onerous, especially in the instances where more than one tutor was assigned to a group. Many tutors commented that students would occasionally provide cases at short notice, leaving inadequate time to prepare the tutorial; this should be addressed in the future. Students were universally acknowledged as keen and enthusiastic and their theoretical knowledge considered particularly strong. Due to the inherent nature of a text-based chat interface, it was sometimes difficult to engage all students simultaneously.

**Impact.** The majority of students stated that the teaching was relevant to their training and clinical practice in the context of Palestinian healthcare (Figure 2). Students frequently commented that the training in clinical reasoning had modified their practice of medicine, specifically their approach to patients, in both history and examination. Participants in OxPal online sessions were able to cite examples of ways in which the programme had altered their approach to patients: ‘when I ask questions, I think why I am asking the question, and know what to do with the answer’, ‘it is very helpful

---

*Figure 1. Adequacy of online teaching, as assessed by student participants.*

*Figure 2. Participant perception of the relevance of OxPal teaching.*
to discuss what we read in books because… reading alone is boring’ and ‘how to approach a patient, how to narrow the differential diagnoses, which (tests) to order’.

For many students, the current political context in Palestine means they are unable to leave the West Bank; they valued being part of an international professional community, and the sense of collaboration and partnership with their tutors and Oxford.

Discussion

We have presented above the results from the first year of a novel internet-based teaching programme, connecting clinical tutors based in Oxford University Hospitals with medical students in the West Bank. Evaluation through online questionnaires, focus groups and semi-structured interviews has shown teaching to be high quality and relevant to students’ experiences in Palestine.

Encouragingly, the web-based resources used in this programme were not hindered by any discrepancy in technology infrastructure between Oxford and Palestine and, in conjunction with the experiences of MedicineAfrica thus far, can serve as a model for replication in other relatively resource-poor settings.

The OxPal Medlink falls within the context of other organizations using distance-learning tools in resource-limited settings. It draws inspiration from MedicineAfrica’s social networking model, set up in response to the difficulties faced by junior doctors in Somaliland. When this was first piloted in 2008, Internet-based clinical teaching was received enthusiastically, with over 249 users registering on the site over a one-year period and reporting general satisfaction with the regular, live, case-based teaching approach. Another distance-learning programme, set up by The John Hopkins Center for Clinical Global Health Education (CCGHE), aimed to develop a full distance-learning course for HIV providers in Zambia using the open-source LMS programme called Moodle. Despite initial difficulties engaging students in the programme, the value and feasibility of the project (even in such a resource-poor setting, with extremely limited internet connectivity) was evidenced by high demand and successful online delivery, with 499 students registered for the third session of the course. There is therefore a growing body of evidence demonstrating the very real potential of the online platform, which can be used to build further North–South partnerships, as well as South–South and even South–North collaborations. However, the challenge comes in nurturing these teaching partnerships so that they are sustainable and ultimately self-reinforcing.

The development of clinical reasoning skills is a difficult outcome to measure and quantify. Thus far, we have relied on student and tutor feedback surveys to measure the impact of the teaching programme. As the project expands, more objective and quantifiable methods to measure clinical reasoning need to be approached. A promising avenue to explore is the script concordance test (SCT), a tool aiming to assess specific elements of clinical reasoning competence. The SCT consists of vague clinical scenarios presented to respondents, requiring them to choose between several reasonable options. The score generated reflects how closely respondents’ performances concord with those of specialists in that area.

Medical e-learning and so-called telemedicine, with translational case discussions of real individuals using imaging and investigation data, also presents some issues regarding patient confidentiality and privacy. Participants in the OxPal programme have been given templates for presenting cases which anonymizes patients but, as the project and the case database grows, it is imperative to ensure concordance with legal and ethical requirements.

It is desirable and feasible to expand the social networking function of the OxPal Medlink to facilitate contact between students and tutors outside of scheduled tutorials. This would build upon the foundations already laid by the MedicineAfrica platform to allow students to access clinical cases online and hold clinically orientated discussions with an extensive student and faculty network.

With just over half of actively enrolled students completing the online evaluation questionnaire, it is imperative to increase the feedback response rate in the future. Rather than a separate form emailed to students, tutors will be asked to supply the questionnaire during the final tutorial of the teaching term, whilst participants are still online. Awarding of participation certificates will also be contingent upon completion of a course feedback assessment. The programme is currently being modified to incorporate the student and faculty feedback outlined above. We aim to offer a variety of modular online courses with clearer learning outcomes, better synchronized with students’ clinical schedules, whilst maintaining a case-based approach. Students and tutors will alternate in providing cases for discussion; the student learning objectives provided by the AQMS faculty will be used to guide choice of topics. This more systematic approach should lead to broader coverage of the medical school curriculum. We have approached clinicians in both Oxford and Palestine to increase the
range of specialties offered to include paediatrics and psychiatry, data interpretation and non-clinical areas such as research methodology and literature review. Furthermore, we will be engaging Palestinian specialty trainees, initially at Al-Makassed Hospital in East Jerusalem, in similar regular, web-based discussions hosted by UK-based consultants. The aim will be to build postgraduate links between Oxford and Palestine, culminating in shared endeavours such as joint virtual grand rounds and case-based seminars. We would seek to evaluate the impact of such intervention through quantitative and qualitative feedback questionnaires and interview and focus group evaluation.

Long term, with the support of key Palestinian healthcare stakeholders, the partnership aims to strengthen local capacity for medical education by ‘training the trainers’ and supporting near-peer education led by senior students, a model utilized at Oxford University and other medical schools in the UK. This can be achieved through hosting teacher development courses in the occupied Palestinian territories and by providing specialist training for elective students visiting Oxford. The OxPal Medlink can thereby become sustainable and self-reinforcing.

Conclusion

Our experience has shown that web-based distance-learning has the potential to be used to overcome the geopolitical barriers to medical education in the occupied Palestinian territories. Online tutorials by UK clinicians are perceived to be valuable and relevant and may improve students’ clinical reasoning skills.
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Appendix 1

An example of the evaluation questionnaire sent to students after each term of tutorials.

1. What is your current stage of training?
   - Year 1 Medical Student
   - Year 2 Medical Student
   - Year 3 Medical Student
   - Year 4 Medical Student
   - Year 5 Medical Student
   - Year 6 Medical Student
   - First Year Intern Doctor
   Other (please specify)

2. What was the subject of your tutorial?
   - Medicine
   - Surgery

3. How would you rate the tutorial?
   - Excellent
   - Good
   - Satisfactory
   - Unsatisfactory

Your feedback is very important to the success of this project- please tell us why you gave the response you did
4. How useful was the session for your medical training?
   - Very useful
   - Useful
   - Undecided
   - Not useful
   - Not at all useful

Any further comments?

5. Was the session relevant to medical training/practice in Palestine?
   - Very relevant to Palestine
   - Fairly relevant to Palestine
   - Undecided
   - Not relevant to Palestine
   - Not at all relevant to Palestine

Any further comments

6. How often would you want to participate in a OxPal Medlink teaching session?
   - more than once per week
   - once per week
   - once every 2 weeks
   - once per month
   - less than once per month
   - I do not want to participate in further tutorials

7. What do you think is the ideal class size for a tutorial?
   - Undecided
   - 1 student
   - 2 students
   - 3 students
   - 4 students
   - 5 students
   - 6 students
   - 7 students
   - 8 students
   - 9 students
   - 10 students
8. How challenging did you find the tutorial?
- Far too difficult
- Slightly too difficult
- About right
- Slightly too easy
- Far too easy

Any other comments?

9. Please state one thing you particularly liked about this tutorial

10. Please state one thing you would improve with this tutorial

11. Do you have any other feedback or comments?

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey